
  



Get Ready to Roll 

The dice arrives in a battery saving mode which helps it save power while its being 

shipped. In Battery Saving Mode, the dice will flash a color quickly each time its 

rolled. To exit Battery Saving Mode: 

1. Hold dice in one hand, between your index finger and thumb 

2. Tap on the number two face (⚁), continuously, for roughly ten seconds with 

your other hand. The LEDs should remain on while you are tapping 

3. The Dice will now light up for a roughly ten seconds with every roll 

Changing Modes 

The Luma Dice has 9 color modes: 

 RGB (red, green, blue, cyan, purple, yellow) 

 Red 

 Green 

 Blue 

 Cyan 

 Purple 

 Yellow 

 Pulsing Animation 

 Rainbow Animation 

To switch a color mode: 

1. Hold dice in one hand, between your index finger and thumb 

2. Tap on the number two face (⚁), continuously, for roughly ten seconds with 

your other hand 

3. The dice will change color modes. The colors are cycled in order listed above  

  



Caring for the Dice 

Please roll the dice on a soft surface such as carpet, mouse pad or dedicated dice 

mat. Large knocks on a hard surface may dislodge the LEDs. Clean with a damp cloth, 

do not use any harsh chemicals or abrasives. Do not wet or submerge.  

Included in the package are two dice stands. Storing the dice on the provided dice 

stands will help keep scuff marks from the surface, as well as being a great way to 

show them off. 

Changing the Batteries 

The Luma Dice has enough charge for thousands of rolls and should last several 

years of normal use. You may notice that the Blue and Green LED colors will become 

darker than the Red LEDs towards the very end of the battery life, this is an indicator 

that the batteries will soon require changing. 

The dice uses 3x coin cell batteries. It is compatible with: LR44, LR1154, or 357/303 

batteries. 

1. Carefully unscrew the two screws on the number one face (⚀) with a #00 

Phillips screw driver (not supplied) 

2. Remove the number one face (⚀) 

3. Remove the old batteries by turning the dice upside down and gently tapping 

the other end, or by using tweezers etc. 

4. Insert the 3 new batteries raised side (-) towards the number one face (⚀) 

5. Carefully push the battery-flap (flexible circuit board) down and place the 

number one face (⚀) back into position 

6. Screw the two screws back in 

Please proceed with caution. Do not remove the circuit board from the dice. Do not 

excessively bend the top battery flap (flexible circuit board). 

  



Troubleshooting 

My dice only flashes a color for a second before turning off? 

Dice is in power saving mode, please follow the steps in section "Get Ready to Roll" 

to turn off power saving mode. 

My dice won't change modes? 

You may not be tapping fast enough, or on the number two side (⚁). Please watch 

our instructional video at our website here: http://www.lumadice.com/demo for an 

example. 

The Blue or the Blue and Green LEDs are quite dim compared to the Red LEDs? 

The battery could be running low, please follow the steps in “Changing the Batteries” 

to replace them. 

http://www.lumadice.com/demo

